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Planning your goal 
 

In order to maximise the chance of achieving a goal plan carefully. The work 

of Gabrielle Oettingen shows that it is important not only to imagine the 

positive – achieving the goal and all that means to you – but also to think 

realistically about the problems, barriers and obstacles that might get in the 

way - a process that she calls WOOP (see Oettingen, G. 2014 Rethinking 

Positive Thinking: Inside the New Science of Motivation. Penguin Publishing 

Group). 

In order to plan a goal: 

Find a place where you can be relaxed, then go through the following steps. 

You might do this by yourself, or with a trusted friend, or both at different 

times. 

 

1. Think about what activities you enjoy.  

 Does the goal you are planning involve mainly enjoyable activities? 

 

2. Think about your values.  

How does the goal you are planning relate to your values? 

 

3. (W) Name your Wish 

 If there are several wishes, which is the most important? 

 Imagine the wish achieved. 

 Hold the wish in your mind’s eye. 

 Write down the wish in just a few words. 
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4. (O) What is the best Outcome for you in fulfilling the wish? 

 Keep the outcome in your mind’s eye. 

 Try and imagine the relevant events and experiences as vividly as you 

can. 

 Write down the best outcome in just a few words. 

 

5. (O) What Obstacles might hold you back from achieving your wish? 

 Think about different types of obstacle: 

  Your thoughts, emotions, behaviour; 

  Your habits, preconceived notions; 

  External obstacles, how others might react. 

 Which are the most important potential obstacles? 

 Which is the single biggest potential obstacle? 

 

6. (P) Form a Plan for overcoming each of the main obstacles. 

 Think how you might overcome each obstacle in turn. 

 When and where is each obstacle likely to occur? 

 Form a practical action plan for each main obstacle: 

  If such and such an obstacle occurs, then I will do … 

   What follows then should be an action for you to perform 
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7. Re-evaluate your goal in the light of steps 1 – 6.  

Is your goal SMART (see www.projectsmart.co.uk/smart-goals)?  

Is it specific and clear? Is it measurable? Will you know whether or not 

you are making progress towards it or when you have achieved it? 

Is the goal attainable?  

Is the goal realistic? Have you sufficient time to achieve it? 

Is the goal sufficiently important to be worth overcoming the obstacles? 

 Is the goal in line with your values? 

 Will the journey be sufficiently enjoyable? 

 Should the goal be modified? Or abandoned? 

 

 

http://www.projectsmart.co.uk/smart-goals

